The Shivering Day & The Shimmering Sky

Travelling; It Leaves You Speechless, Then Turns You Into A Storyteller.

So here i come, in the arm of mountains, in the lap of Ganga & in the midst of
nature. What an incredible place it is..! The beauty of nature can be seen in every
corner of Shivpuri. Everything is giving a feel of the heaven. The resplendent
Sun is playing hide and seek with the suave clouds. Though it’s 1st January,
2016, the weather is so cold that it’s freezing us totally!

And the adventure begins…the mountains are calling and i must go. The next
day began with rock climbing & rappelling. i am excited and thrilled. Boosting my
adrenaline to prepare myself. Let’s rock on…!! As i started climbing, my fingers
got a bit sore, feeling almost like a bruise. Initially i thought - this is not my cup of
tea, but somehow i managed to reach the peak. Now rappelling….yeah..!! Taking
efforts, i started moving down the steep rock, pushing my feet against its

surface and sliding down a rope and finally i landed on the ground. What a
feeling of relaxation..!!

Snowy breezes pinching me and making me freeze and we are going for river
rafting in the late afternoon. The very thought of it is creating a vibration in the
nerves. How exciting is it going to be? Well i step into the water followed by a
training session. And trust me, the Ganga is so chilled. One can surely feel the
chunks of the ice in it. The adventure begins and rafting requires a lot of
strength to drive the paddles. The strong current and flow of the water creates
an exhilarating excitement in the layers of the heart. It’s pretty difficult to
balance. Our raft almost sank a few times in the icy cold water because of the
continuous splashing and the electrifying waves. My body has started shivering
like hell and i can feel the sensation slipping out of it. I must say a pretty thrilling
experience…!!

Such a beautiful experience indeed. One of the best trip of my life, which gave
me loads of delightful memories. I really want to make memories all over the world.
I must say go and pack your bags and discover Shivpuri, if you never have,
before this. Indulge in an array of adventure activities with your friends and
family for a truly blissful experience.
So are you guys ready to find some beautiful place to get lost in? ;)
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